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How can I expand the
reach of my research
without increasing my
workload?
What is the best way to
share my work with
colleagues and students?

For more information:
email
scholarcommons@usf.edu

or visit

scholarcommons.usf.edu
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How can I increase the
impact and longevity of
my scholarship?

A showcase for the
research and creative
output of the
University of South Florida

A service of the USF Tampa Library,
Scholar Commons extends the reach and
impact of the USF research community
without increasing faculty workloads.
The publications hosted on USF Scholar
Commons are open access, making them
freely accessible to anyone with access to
the Internet. Open access also means that
the work of the USF research community is
available to contribute to solutions to
pressing societal and scientific challenges.
By submitting their completed scholarly
works, researchers can provide immediate
global access through permanent URLs, as
while asserting intellectual property rights.
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USF Scholar Commons

Data Management

Members of the USF academic community
are encouraged to contribute completed
scholarship for long-term preservation and
worldwide electronic accessibility. Search
engine optimization within Scholar
Commons means your publications are
easily found via a web search. As an author,
you can track interest in your work through
the author dashboard or monthly
readership reports sent via email.

Tampa library staff can assist PIs with data
management planning and supply
standards-compliant metadata appropriate
for the community of practice. Developed
and managed by the USF Tampa Library,
the Geoportal & Data Repository (GDR)
supports discovery, exchange, and use of
multiple data formats generated by
researchers.

Getting Started
1. Update your CV to include all work
completed since arriving at USF.

"USF Scholar Commons
has allowed me to
reach broader audiences
with my research."
Dr. Karen Liller, Professor of
Public Health, AAAS Fellow,
and Director of the USF Doctoral
Student Leadership Institute

"USF Scholar Commons
has substantially
extended our Journal's
reach, readership, and
impact"
Dr. Randy Borum, Professor,
College of Behavioral &
Community Sciences

scholarcommons.usf.edu

2. Write a short email giving us permission
to post your research. We will seek
copyright permission to post the digital
item(s).
3. Attach your CV and send the email to:
scholarcommons@usf.edu
It’s that easy!

Publishing
As part of our commitment to open access
publishing, library staff assists with training,
creating metadata for content, and
archiving digital content for long-term
preservation. Communities can also be
used to promote and manage conferences,
including abstract/paper submission, peer
review system, and publication online.
Publishing conference proceedings means
your content will have life beyond the
physical event.
Current open access journals are available
at: scholarcommons.usf.edu/journals.html

For more information, email
scholarcommons@usf.edu
or visit
scholarcommons.usf.edu

SelectedWorks
Accounts
USF community members are encouraged
to create a free SelectedWorks account at
works.bepress.com. Benefits include
effective presentation of personal activities,
the ability to take content with you, and high
visibility throughout the online community
of researchers. When asked to identify a
home institution, select University of South
Florida; this will link the account with USF
branding and researchers from across
campus.
SelectedWorks authors can be seen at:
scholarcommons.usf.edu/sw_gallery.html
SelectedWorks accounts are separate from Scholar
Commons.

